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Medical education has become of increasing
interest to the medical profession and no longer a
closely guarded domain oi medical schools. Medical
educatiinists and the profession have expressed
concern over the discrepancies that existed between
the medical curriculum-and the functional require-
ments of medical practice and, in the past two
decades, the undergraduate curriculum has been
critically reviewed by all medical schools and many
of them have made significant changes. In adiition,
the new schools thai have been established have
radically departed from the traditional curriculum
and adopted- a curriculum in which a high degree
of integiation has been brought about in both the
vertical and horizontal dimensions.

This publication from the World Health Organi-
zation ediied by eminent medical educationists has
made a critical ieview of the various curricula models
and expressed the need for medical schools to con-
tinually evaluate teaching. The authors have care-
fully riviewed and identifred some of the inadequ'cies
of a subiect-centred curriculum and expressed the
view thai such a curriculum prepares health workers
according to disciplinary rlther than community
exoectati-on. A iruly integrated undergraduate
cuiriculum, on the othir hand despite its favourable
feature, is often difficult to implement effectively.
Apart from the teachers' earlier resistance to changes'
faculties which are departmentally structured find
diftculty in integration across disciplines. The
authors have, however, highlighted its advantages.
In suooort of the CompetencY-Based Curriculum
the auiliors have identifiea its advantages and empha-
sised the need for new skills on the part of teaching
staff. The authors have presented an indepth study

on curriculum development based on competency
and have carefully analysed the element of com-
petence required of doctors.and emphasised.that a

eood physician in one setting may be totally in-
Eo-p"t.nt in another depending on the health needs
of the population. Deiailed analyses on physician
,ai"iti"^. iequired to identify the level of competenie
are carefully explained to support the main theme
of the thesii. Aiislng from this, they have-suggested
possible curriculum content required in the under-
graduate curriculum. The remainder of. the book
f,eals with the programme organization in general
terms with referenle to the general training of
doctors and redommended methods of identifying
various curricula modules and instructional units.

Examinations are usually equatcd with assess-
ments in the training programme and authors have
critically reviewed this-anil emphasiscd the need for
frequeni assessments of learning rather than- having
examinations as methods of certifying that the
students have learned an acceptable amount of what
has been taught.

Tlre last chapter deals with details of preparation
of teachers, students and institutions to accept new
ideas in curriculum and educational concepts.

I recommend this monogram published by the
World Health Organization as a useful document
for all medical edicationists and am confident that
it will stimulate a new approach in curriculum
development. The authors-have clearly.outlined
the va'lue of a competency-based curriculum and
methods of developing such-a curriculum. A central
component of the competency-based. system is the
,r".d fo. students to accept responsibility for learning
and for the teachers to continually examine its
efficiency and effectiveness, its costs and its benefits.
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